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Place the profile
over the connector

Hang the light lines (with the connecting plates installed) 
at the same height

Position the connector with the spiral 
against the front of the connecting plate

Connect the connectors 
to each other

Fix the connecting  
plate to side A,  
then to side B

Click

Electrical and mechanical connections IP54

Connecting IP54 with K3R connecting plate to light line PNR-05500 Connecting IP54 with K6R connecting plate 
to light lines PNR-05532-05554-07520 and 11154

Note: 1. Disconnect the mains before installation.
2.  When adjusting the length of the light lines between the walls an expansion  

coefficient of 24x10 -6 (2.4 mm per 100 m per °C) should be taken into account.
3.  Perspiration from hands can leave marks on the aluminium profiles and mirrors,  

which can be difficult to remove. Take appropriate precautions: wear gloves.
4.  7-pin electrical connectors are suitable for solid wiring with a connection  

diameter of 1.5 – 2.5 mm2.
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For more information on Veko Lightsystems, 
product information and downloads, go to www.veko.com

If you have any questions about the installation 
e-mail montage@veko.nl or call +31 (0)224 - 273 235

Fitting the fluorescent bulb and tube IP54-IP54-IP65 (PCØ38mm) Fitting the fluorescent bulb and acrylic tube IP40

Slide the socket rings approx. 25 mm to the side so that the fluorescent  
bulb can be inserted into the socket

Tighten the socket rings

Click

With a little force, these sleeves can be rotated past  
the lock. When fixing the sleeves, do not turn them  
past the first click. 

To be on the safe side, try sliding the sleeves away  
from the end caps after they have been fixed.
If the sleeves can be slid off the end caps after fixing,  
then the end caps have been rotated too far.

Press the hinge into the little block
Swivel the hinge over the edge of the cover
Then press the hinge up
This screw will secure the hinge in place

UNK cover IP40 and 65 installation instructions


